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ABSTRACT
BACKGROUND: The overall aim of this study was to make the existing evidence-base on
treatment options and outcomes for mild to severe claudication – ischemic pain due to arterial
blockages in the legs – more transparently available in a patient-centered way to patients and
providers to enable informed, evidence-based, shared treatment decisions.
METHODS: We used a mixed model design and applied the International Patient Decision Aids
Standards (IPDAS) criteria. In the first phase, we reviewed existing literature and collected
qualitative input from patients (n=28) through focus groups and patient and physician (+allied
health) expert panel meetings (n=34) about decisional needs, barriers, barriers, outcomes,
knowledge and preferences related to claudication treatment. We also collected input on
implementation and dissemination logistics from 59 patients and 27 providers. A prototype was
developed and tested in the Alpha testing phase through a survey administered to 20 patients
with peripheral artery disease (PAD) and to 18 providers.
RESULTS: The treatment decision that was identified for patients with new or worsening
symptoms of

claudication included pursuing

an invasive (endovascular

or

surgical

revascularization options) or a non-invasive (supervised exercise therapy, claudication
medications) treatment pathway or combinations thereof. The prototype decision aid materials
that were created included a patient brochure with discussion cards and a website. Patient
vignettes were also created with video recordings as supportive materials to the decision aid. A
total of 61.1% of providers thought the brochure would be useful for medical decision making, an
additional 33.3% thought the brochure would be useful, with suggested improvements. For
patients those percentages were 75% and 25%, respectively. For the website, 73.3% of providers,
and 85.7% of patients thought it would be useful for decision-making, an additional 20% of
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providers, and 14.3% of patients thought it would be useful, provided suggested improvements
would be made.
CONCLUSION: A decision aid for patients with new or worsening symptoms of claudication was
co-created with PAD patients and providers. The first prototype was well received among patients
and providers. A next step will be the implementation of the revised prototype in a PAD specialty
care setting and evaluate its efficacy for improving patient knowledge, engagement, and
decisional quality.
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INTRODUCTION
Peripheral arterial disease (PAD) is a very prevalent and burdensome condition that
affects 10% of the population and increases to 15-20% among those ≥70 years.1-3 Patients with
PAD have arterial blockages in their leg arteries due to atherosclerosis. PAD can cause patients
to experience excruciating pain in their legs while walking. In PAD, the underlying
pathophysiologic process, atherosclerosis, presents itself as blockages in patients’ leg arteries
that prevent adequate blood flow and can result in burning calf (or buttock) pain while walking and
that is relieved upon rest (“intermittent claudication”). In extreme cases, PAD can progress to
critical limb ischemia characterized by ulceration, gangrene, and threatened limb viability. 4 While
the onset of PAD tends not to be as abrupt as for other cardiovascular conditions, such as stroke
or myocardial infarction, leg symptoms can severely affect patients’ health status (their symptoms,
functional status, and quality of life).5-7 In addition, one-year cardiovascular event rates – including
cardiovascular

death,

myocardial

infarction,

or

stroke,

or

other

hospitalizations for

atherothrombotic events – are estimated to be over 21% in patients with PAD, and mortality rates
of 15-30% 5 years after diagnosis have been observed. 4,8,9
Patients with PAD have significant atherosclerotic risk factors and impaired health status
and thus creating therapeutic goals, including the prevention of cardiovascular events and
improved symptom control and quality of life are of key importance.10 For symptom relief, several
treatment options are available for PAD, ranging from invasive revascularization procedures,
including peripheral percutaneous intervention (PPI) and surgical revascularization to noninvasive options, including supervised and home-based exercise therapy, and PAD-specific
medications. All patients are recommended to receive cardiovascular risk management.11 While
there is no “gold-standard” PAD treatment for symptomatic relief, less invasive options are
recommended as a first-choice treatment.11 Despite these recommendations, invasive
procedures are often first offered to patients in the US, with no alternative options being
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discussed.12 In treatment scenarios with a lot of clinical equipoise (i.e. uncertainty about what
treatment would be best) there is a high risk of unwanted variation in treatment practices,
misallocation of treatments, and unnecessary costs.
A very promising strategy to avoid such unwanted variations is the use of evidence-based,
decision support tools. For patients with new or worsening symptoms of claudication, it is currently
unknown whether patient-centered PAD decision-tools can be designed to improve the alignment
of patients’ values with respect to their treatment choice and whether these tools can improve
patients’ knowledge and access to the evidence-base related to PAD treatment and outcomes. In
the study we present, we aimed to create such tools and evaluate its acceptance as a foundation
for broader integration of shared decision-making in the clinical care for PAD.

METHODS
The development process of the decision aid followed the International Patient Decision
Aids Standards.13 Qualitative input was collected from patient and provider stakeholders in 3
waves, each leading to a steering session to integrate the feedback of the stakeholders and
design the decision aid (Figure 1).
Waive I was organized in parallel with the preparation of the Patient-centered Outcomes
Related to Treatment practices in peripheral Arterial disease” Investigating Trajectories
(PORTRAIT) study.14 As part of the PORTRAIT study, a series of patient focus groups (a total of
28 patients with a diagnosis of PAD were included, details of patient characteristics provided in
Supplemental Table 1) were conducted and a patient expert panel was instituted to give us input
on their decision needs, perceived barriers to PAD decision-making, preferred outcomes, PAD
knowledge, and preferences for PAD decision-making. The detailed methods of PORTRAIT, the
recruitment strategy of the enrolled population as well as the stakeholders that we engaged have
been described elsewhere.14 Briefly, PORTRAIT enrolled patients with new or an exacerbation of
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PAD symptoms (Rutherford category 1-3 including mild, moderate, severe claudication) from 16
PAD specialty centers in the US, the Netherlands and Australia. The PAD diagnosis was
confirmed by an abnormal ankle-brachial index (ABI) with the goal to follow them for 1 year after
diagnosis and document their PAD-specific health status as a function of their patient
characteristics and the PAD treatments received. Similar input was obtained from providers, allied
health professionals, and a standing 3-member PAD provider expert panel (a cardiologist,
vascular surgeon, a vascular medicine specialist) as well as a shared decision-making expert
(n=34). Following the stakeholder meetings, a steering (1a) was organized with key research
personnel (KS, JS, KS, CD, DS) and expert panel members to integrate the collected feedback
and make decisions for further study design and decision-aid development.
In Wave II (from 9/12/2016 until 03/31/2018), the same stakeholder groups were were
invited to provide input on implementation logistics for the decision aid and dissemination and
planning priorities. In addition to the stakeholder settings we recruited from in Wave I, we also
recruited patient stakeholders (individuals with chronic diseases including diabetes, coronary
artery disease, and peripheral arterial disease) from the Second Baptist Church in Kansas City
Missouri, and from the Diabetes Prevention Program in Kansas City, Kansas. Following this round
of input, another steering meeting (1b) was convened with key research personnel and experts
to review the input and design the prototype decision-aid with a graphic design and videographer
team.
For the alpha testing phase, the prototype decision-aid was sent out to a convenience
sample of 20 patients with an established diagnosis of PAD (Rutherford categories 1-6) who were
recruited from the Saint Luke’s Health System vascular clinics (vascular surgery and
interventional cardiology) in Kansas City, Missouri and to a convenience sample of 18 providers
and allied health professionals from Saint Luke’s Health System Kansas City MO, Yale University,
New Haven CT, University of Missouri, Columbia MO, University Hospitals Cleveland OH,
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University of Missouri Kansas City MO, Hackensack University Medical Center Hackensack NJ,
and Kansas University Medical Center, Kansas City KS between 04/01/2018 and 08/31/2018.
Both patients and providers filled out a 44-item survey on the user friendliness of the decision aid
materials (both website and printed brochure and discussion cards). The survey items were
derived from previous work frameworks for decision-aids.15,16 The provider survey was sent out
electronically through RedCap.17 The patient version of the survey was sent out in the mail with a
prepaid return envelope.
The evidence-base used to guide the development process were the latest American
Heart Association and the American College of Cardiology guidelines for PAD. 18 Their weighting
system for the level of evidence was transferred over as we summarized the treatment information
in the decision-aid.18
The research protocol for PORTRAIT and supporting qualitative research work was
approved by the Institutional Review Board (IRB) of the Saint Luke’s Health system Kansas City
Missouri and the 15 other participating centers, as applicable. All enrolled patients provided
informed consent. Focus group discussions were recorded and transcribed. The transcribed text
was then coded by a team of nurses, psychologist, an interventional cardiologist, and a
community-based participatory health researcher. Coding was done according to the prescribed
methodology by Hahn19 using Microsoft Word (Microsoft Corporation, Redmond, WA). For each
wave of focus groups, we kept interviewing patients until we reached saturation with our coding.
The descriptive data obtained from the alpha testing survey, was analyzed using IBM SPSS
statistics (IBM Corporation, Armonk, New York).

Results
For Wave I (Figure 1), an overview of provider and allied health characteristics are
provided in Supplemental Tables 1-2. A complete overview of the stakeholder interactions is
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provided in Supplemental Table 3. The decision needs for patients with mild to moderate
claudication that we identified based on the stakeholder interactions focused on obtaining
symptom relief for their PAD and finding the information that would fit their needs. They were
looking for high quality information about treatment options and their recovery time but did not
feel that they were always presented with options. Perceived barriers were a lack of information,
the quality of the patient-physician relationship, and variable information.
Following the Wave I interactions, the following outcomes were identified as important
PAD treatment outcomes: quick pain relief, living longer, improved quality of life, cost of treatment,
avoid loss of toes or legs, timeline to return to normal activities, decreased risk of heart attack and
stroke, long-lasting treatment benefit, avoiding a procedure or surgery. In the Steering 1a meeting,
it was then decided that the treatment decision support would focus on highlighting the evidence 18
of 2 treatment pathways for PAD symptom relief: a non-invasive pathway that included
medications and supervised exercise therapy (SET) and an invasive treatment pathway that
included endovascular and surgical options. The option of “do nothing” was also chosen to be
highlighted. Per the guidelines, lifestyle management for PAD was highlighted as recommended
for everyone, regardless of the treatment path(s) were chosen to relieve the PAD symptoms
(Figure 2, left panel). Based on the list of important PAD treatment outcomes derived from the
Wave I interactions, the following consolidated treatment outcomes were highlighted in the
decision aid concept: (1) symptom relief and quality of life; (2) cost; (3) decreased risk of heart
attack and stroke; (4) avoid loss of toes or legs; and (5) timeline of return (Figure 2, middle panel).
For Wave II of stakeholder interactions (Figure 1), patient stakeholders indicated they
wanted a variety of educational materials through different media (video, paper, website) to assist
them in their PAD treatment decision needs (Supplemental Table 3). The provider stakeholders’
priority was that the decision aid materials would work well with the clinical flow of the diagnostic
work up process. A typical clinical pathway is described in Figure 3. The decision aid was
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designed to be provided to patients for whom a diagnostic work-up for PAD is ordered based on
the symptom presentation. In a typical scenario, the patient would receive a vascular diagnostic
test, following which they are being sent the materials or can review the materials in the clinic
before they see their provider where they discuss diagnostic test results and PAD treatment plan.
By designing the process in this way, the patient would come in prepared and would have their
prioritized their preferences and questions they want to discuss with the provider. A website and
brochure were designed with a creative development team following the Steering 1b meeting. The
prototype decision aid resulted in a website with patient and physician videos where outcomes
were discussed for the different treatment pathways in easy-to-review discussion cards. A paper
version of the decision aid materials was mirrored after the website materials (Figure 2, right
panel). The website can be reviewed at: http://showme-pad.org A parallel Spanish version of the
website is also available through this link.
For the alpha testing, the characteristics of the patients and providers who participated
in this testing are presented in Tables 1 and 2. All patients and physicians thought the information
of the brochure was relevant, and that the brochure was easy to use (100% and 94.4%,
respectively). The different treatments were presented in a balanced manner is what both patients
and providers agreed upon for both the brochure (87.5% and 83.3%, respectively) and the website
(85.7% and 86.7%, respectively). The brochure looks visually attractive is what 84.2% of the
patients, and 94.1% of the providers indicated. Patients and providers also liked the visual
presentation of the website (92.9% and 86.7%, respectively). Both patients and providers thought
that the language for both the brochure (94.4% and 100%, respectively) and the website (100%
and 93.3%, respectively) was easy to understand. Risks of treatments were thought to be
presented in a realistic way for all the treatments (range 83.3-92.3% for patients; range 88.9100% for providers). Patients and providers agreed that the brochure (75% and 61.1%,
respectively) and the website (85.7% and 73.3%, respectively) would be useful instruments for
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decision-making in PAD. Of all the providers surveyed, 94% would recommend the decision aid
in their own practice. Further reporting and details of the survey results are presented in Table 3.
In Supplemental Table 3, an overview of all suggestions provided by patient and provider
stakeholders that completed the alpha testing, as well as the steering 3 action items that were
derived from these.
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Discussion
We designed and alpha tested an evidence-based shared decision tool to assist patients
and providers to make a more informed and shared decision with regards to their PAD treatment.
We worked intensely with patient and provider stakeholders to design a platform that would
support patients with new or worsening of symptoms of PAD in understanding and considering
different treatment options for PAD symptom relief. Patients expressed interest in learning more
about 5 different PAD treatment outcomes: (1) symptom relief and quality of life; (2) cost of
treatment; (3) decreased risk of heart attack and stroke; (4) avoid loss of toes or legs; and (5)
timeline of return to normal activities. These outcomes defined the framework for presenting levels
of evidence for non-invasive and invasive treatment options for PAD symptom relief. Stakeholders
indicated that they wanted the materials presented in a variety of modalities (website, videos, and
printed materials) and that they would serve to facilitate the treatment discussion with the provider,
but could be used independently by patients in preparation of their visit. The prototype decision
aid was tested among a group of patients with PAD and a group of providers. Overall, the tool
was well received and next steps for an update of the tool for implementation testing (beta testing)
were formulated.
The current SHOW-ME PAD© decision aid is a patient-friendly shared decision aid that
co-developed by both patients and providers and it is ready for testing in routine clinical practice
(PAD specialty setting). Limited experience has been built up with shared decision making in
PAD. A first decision aid20 was developed by Healthwise, but the focus on the patient experience
has never been that central to a tool that facilitates decision making in PAD as the one adopted
in the SHOW-ME PAD© tool. With patients and providers, we co-created a platform that takes
into account the latest evidence about all available treatment options and their outcomes for PAD
symptom relief,18 as well as patients’ preferences with regards to treatment and potential
outcomes that matter to them.21 Shared decision-making is extremely useful in treatment
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situations where there is great clinical equipoise (i.e. different potential treatment options and
associated benefits and risks) and where the choice of treatment is greatly based on patients’
preferences.21
Decision aids that facilitate this process of shared decision-making, have proven to have
the potential to be cost saving due to less invasive options being preferred by patients, to provide
higher treatment satisfaction and knowledge, and less decision conflict 21,22 PAD is a disease for
which several treatment options are available; invasive revascularization procedures, including
peripheral transluminal angioplasty with or without arterial stenting or surgical approaches
[peripheral arterial bypass grafting, endarterectomy]) and non-invasive options, including
supervised and home-based exercise therapy, PAD-specific medications, and cardiovascular risk
management.11 While there is no real “gold-standard” treatment for PAD, least invasive options
are generally recommended as a first-choice treatment, however, personal preferences, quality
of life considerations, or anatomical factors may also weigh into a treatment decision. 11 Each of
the treatment options also have their own specific treatment risks and benefits. Patients may not
always know what risks and benefits are associated with each treatment, they may not realize
that they have a choice when treatment decisions are being made, and their treatment
preferences and goals may not always be in line with the treatment that they receive. In treatment
scenarios with a lot of clinical equipoise (i.e. uncertainty about what treatment would be best) and
a rapid growing market with new technologies being introduced, including medical devices for
invasive PAD procedures (e.g. arterial stents), with limited performance measurement and
accountability criteria, there is a high risk for unwanted variation in treatment practices,
misallocation of treatments, and unnecessary costs. Patient-centric tools like the SHOW-ME
PAD© decision aid could be used to align decision-making better with patients’ preferences and
reduce unwanted variations.
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Next steps for evaluation of the SHOW-ME PAD© decision aid is implementing and
evaluating it in the PAD specialty care setting. The tool is underway to be tested in a pre-post
design study23 in patients with new or worsening of PAD symptoms consulting a PAD specialty
care clinic in the US. The study goals are to demonstrate lower decisional conflict scores on the
decisional conflict scale24 and higher knowledge scores on PAD knowledge and treatment options
items. Upon demonstration of its performance, further testing in a randomized design are
anticipated as well as the construction of individualized modules that are data driven (based on
clinical trial and registry data) such that personalized risk estimates for key PAD treatment
outcomes can be consulted during the decision-making process.
While the study has rigorously adhered to the IPDAS development criteria and was
conceptualized to be very patient-centric, it has the following limitations. The study was mainly
designed in the PAD specialty care setting, and it is unclear whether the tool’s benefit will extend
to the primary care setting or to patients who have difficulties accessing or affording PAD care.
Dedicated validation work and/or updates would be warranted to ensure wider generalizability of
its use. The same holds for its geographic generalizability. While we have recruited patients and
providers from different areas of the US, it is unclear whether the tool will have the same use and
benefit outside of these contexts.
In conclusion, the overall goal of SHOWME-PAD© is to make the existing evidence-base
on treatment outcomes –focusing on health status outcomes that reflect the patients’ perspective
– more transparently available to patients and providers, such that more informed, evidencebased shared treatment decisions occur. This study served as the foundation for future research
to more definitely document the impact of precision medicine on PAD care and outcomes. As
such, we demonstrated the feasibility of this vision and gained important insights into the barriers
and facilitators of personalized shared decision-making tools in routine clinical care. SHOWME-
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PAD© has the potential to radically reorganize care delivery to patients with PAD such that more
value for the patient and society will be created.
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Table 1. Overview of Patient Characteristics
Patient Characteristic

N=20

Age (MeanSD)

69.812.4

Female

12 (60.0)

Race
American Indian/Alaska Native

0 (0.0)

Black/African American

7 (35.0)

Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander

0 (0.0)

White

12 (60.0)

Other

0 (0.0)

Hispanic Ethnicity

0 (0.0)

Greater than High School Education

13 (65.0)

Married

12 (60.0)

Full Time or Part-Time Employed

4 (20.0)

Living Location
Urban

11 (55.0)

Suburban
How long have you had PAD?
Less than 1 Year

1 (0.05)

1-2 Years

4 (20.0)

2-3 Years

2 (10.0)

3 Years

12 (60.0)

Table 1 (continued)
PAD stage
Claudication

10 (50.0)
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N=20

Non-healing wounds

6 (30.0)

Amputation

4 (20.0)

Data are presented as numbers (percentages), unless otherwise stated. Abbreviations: SD,
standard deviation; PAD, peripheral artery disease.
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Table 2. Overview of PAD Provider Characteristics
Provider Characteristic

N=18

Specialist Type
Cardiologist

9 (42.9)

Vascular Surgeon

2 (9.5)

Wound Care Specialist

0 (0.0)

Internal Medicine

2 (9.5)

Other

7 (33.3)

Years Practicing
0-5

8 (38.1)

6-10

4 (19.0)

11-15

2 (9.5)

16-20

0 (0.0)

21+

7 (33.3)

Practice Facility Type
Academic

18 (85.7)

Non-Academic

3 (14.3)

Data are presented as numbers (percentages), unless otherwise stated. Abbreviations: SD,
standard deviation; PAD, peripheral artery disease.
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Patients
(N=20)

Providers
(N=18)

Agree

3 (15.0)

6 (33.3)

Disagree

17 (85.0)

10 (55.6)

0 (0.0)

2 (11.1)

1 (5.0)

3 (16.7)

18 (90.0)

14 (77.8)

1 (5.0)

1 (5.6)

20 (100.0)

16 (88.9)

Disagree

0 (0.0)

1 (5.6)

Do not know

0 (0.0)

1 (5.6)

20 (100.0)

18 (100.0)

Disagree

0 (0.0)

0 (0.0)

Do not know

0 (0.0)

0 (0.0)

20 (100.0)

17 (94.4)

Disagree

0 (0.0)

0 (0.0)

Do not know

0 (0.0)

1 (5.6)

20 (100.0)

16 (88.9)

Disagree

0 (0.0)

1 (5.6)

Do not know

0 (0.0)

1 (5.6)

For the paper brochure, I think the amount of
information is too much

Do not know
For the paper brochure, I think the brochure
will do more harm than good
Agree
Disagree
Do not know
For the paper brochure, I think the brochure
contains information that can help a patient
decide about PAD treatment
Agree

For the paper brochure, I think the information
is relevant
Agree

I think the paper brochure is easy to use
Agree

For the paper brochure, I think the different
sections are presented in a clear manner
Agree
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For the paper brochure, I think the information
is easy to understand
Agree

19 (95.0)

15 (83.3)

Disagree

1 (5.0)

0 (0.0)

Do not know

0 (0.0)

3 (16.7)

18 (94.7)

14 (77.8)

Disagree

0 (0.0)

3 (16.7)

Do not know

1 (5.3)

1 (5.6)

19 (95.0)

14 (82.4)

Disagree

0 (0.0)

2 (11.8)

Do not know

1 (5.0)

1 (5.9)

Yes

17 (89.5)

15 (83.3)

No

2 (10.5)

3 (16.7)

Underestimated

3 (16.7)

2 (11.1)

Overestimated

0 (0.0)

0 (0.0)

15 (83.3)

16 (88.9)

Yes

18 (94.7)

18 (100.0)

No

1 (5.3)

0 (0.0)

3 (15.8)

0 (0.0)

For the paper brochure, I think the different
PAD treatments are explained in a clear
manner
Agree

For the paper brochure, I think the pros and
cons of PAD treatments are presented in a
clear manner
Agree

For the paper brochure, the invasive treatment
information is easy to understand

The risks of invasive treatments in the paper
brochure seem

Realistic
For the paper brochure, the non-invasive
treatment information is easy to understand

The risks of non-invasive treatments in the
paper brochure seem
Underestimated
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0 (0.0)

0 (0.0)

16 (84.2)

18 (100.0)

14 (87.5)

15 (83.3)

No, slanted towards invasive

1 (6.3)

1 (5.6)

No, slanted towards non-invasive

1 (6.3)

2 (11.1)

16 (84.2)

16 (94.1)

Disagree

1 (5.3)

0 (0.0)

Do not know

2 (10.5)

1 (5.9)

Agree

15 (78.9)

12 (66.7)

Disagree

4 (21.1)

5 (27.8)

Do not know

0 (0.0)

1 (5.6)

Too long

5 (26.3)

3 (16.7)

Too short

1 (5.3)

1 (5.6)

Just right

13 (68.4)

14 (77.8)

Too much

4 (23.5)

5 (27.8)

Too little

1 (5.9)

0 (0.0)

Just right

12 (70.6)

13 (72.2)

Yes

17 (94.4)

18 (100.0)

No

1 (5.6)

0 (0.0)

Realistic
Do you feel the information in the paper
brochure and decision cards is balanced
between invasive and non-invasive PAD
treatment options?
Yes

I think the brochure looks visually attractive
Agree

For the paper brochure, I think the font and
font size are easy to read

How would you rate the paper brochure
length?

How would you rate the amount of information
shared in the paper brochure?

Overall, the paper brochure is easy to
understand
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The paper brochure is useful in decision
making
Yes

12 (75.0)

11 (61.1)

Yes, with recommended improvements

4 (25.0)

6 (33.3)

No

0 (0.0)

1 (5.6)

Agree

4 (25.0)

4 (23.5)

Disagree

9 (56.3)

7 (41.2)

Do not know

3 (18.8)

6 (35.3)

Agree

3 (18.8)

2 (11.8)

Disagree

10 (62.5)

10 (58.8)

Do not know

3 (18.8)

5 (29.4)

14 (87.5)

12 (70.6)

Disagree

0 (0.0)

2 (11.8)

Do not know

2 (12.5)

3 (17.6)

4

4

14 (87.5)

13 (76.5)

Disagree

0 (0.0)

0 (0.0)

Do not know

2 (12.5)

4 (23.5)

13 (81.3)

12 (70.6)

Disagree

1 (6.3)

2 (11.8)

Do not know

2 (12.5)

3 (17.6)

For the website, I think the amount of
information is too much

For the website, I think it will do more harm
than good

For the website, I think it contains information
that can help a patient decide about PAD
treatment
Agree

Missing
For the website, I think the information is
relevant
Agree

I think the website is easy to navigate
Agree

For the website, I think the sections are
presented in a clear manner
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13 (81.3)

12 (70.6)

Disagree

1 (6.3)

2 (11.8)

Do not know

2 (12.5)

3 (17.6)

13 (81.3)

12 (70.6)

Disagree

1 (6.3)

1 (5.9)

Do not know

2 (12.5)

4 (23.5)

13 (81.3)

10 (62.5)

Disagree

1 (6.3)

3 (18.8)

Do not know

2 (12.5)

3 (18.8)

13 (81.3)

10 (58.8)

Disagree

0 (0.0)

3 (17.6)

Do not know

3 (18.8)

4 (23.5)

Yes

11 (100.0)

12 (80.0)

No

0 (0.0)

3 (20.0)

Underestimated

1 (7.7)

1 (6.7)

Overestimated

0 (0.0)

0 (0.0)

12 (92.3)

14 (93.3)

Yes

13 (92.9)

15 (100.0)

No

1 (7.1)

0 (0.0)

For the website, I think the information is easy
to understand
Agree

For the website, I think the different PAD
treatments are explained in a clear manner
Agree

For the website, I think the pros and cons of
PAD treatment are presented in a clear
manner
Agree

For the website, the invasive treatment
information is easy to understand

The risks of invasive treatment on the website
seem

Realistic
For the website, the non-invasive treatment
information is easy to understand
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The risks of non-invasive treatments on the
website seem
Underestimated

1 (7.7)

1 (6.7)

Overestimated

0 (0.0)

0 (0.0)

12 (92.3)

14 (93.3)

12 (85.7)

13 (86.7)

No, slanted towards invasive

1 (7.1)

1 (6.7)

No, slanted towards non-invasive

1 (7.1)

1 (6.7)

13 (92.9)

13 (86.7)

Disagree

1 (7.1)

0 (0.0)

Do not know

0 (0.0)

2 (13.3)

14 (100.0)

11 (78.6)

Disagree

0 (0.0)

1 (7.1)

Do not know

0 (0.0)

2 (14.3)

Too much

3 (21.4)

1 (6.7)

Too little

0 (0.0)

3 (20.0)

Just right

11 (78.6)

11 (73.3)

Yes

11 (100.0)

14 (93.3)

No

0 (0.0)

1 (6.7)

Yes

12 (85.7)

11 (73.3)

Yes, with recommended improvements

2 (14.3)

3 (20.0)

No

0 (0.0)

1 (6.7)

Realistic
Do you feel the information on the website is
balanced between invasive and non-invasive
PAD treatment options?
Yes

I think the website looks visually attractive
Agree

For the website, I think the font and font size
are easy to read
Agree

How would you rate the amount of information
shared on the website?

Overall, the website is easy to understand

The website tool is useful in decision making
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The decision aid provides enough information
for a PAD patient to decide on a treatment
Yes, for both versions

15 (93.8)

13 (81.3)

Yes, for only the paper brochure

1 (6.3)

0 (0.0)

Yes, for only the website

0 (0.0)

0 (0.0)

No

0 (0.0)

3 (18.8)

14 (93.3)

15 (93.8)

At least one needs to be removed

1 (6.7)

1 (6.3)

At least one needs to be added

0 (0.0)

0 (0.0)

Yes

15 (100.0)

14 (100.0)

No

0 (0.0)

0 (0.0)

12 (80.0)

14 (87.5)

Yes, for only the paper brochure

0 (0.0)

1 (6.3)

Yes, for only the website

0 (0.0)

0 (0.0)

No

3 (20.0)

1 (6.3)

For both versions, the decision card topics are
Well chosen

Do you feel the content of the brochure and
website are consistent?

Do you find the PAD Quiz and Your
Preferences Matter helpful in PAD decision
making
Yes, for both versions

I would recommend the Show-Me PAD
decision aid for PAD patients
Yes, for both versions

15 (93.8)

Yes, for only the paper brochure

0 (0.0)

Yes, for only the website

0 (0.0)

No, I would not recommend either

0 (0.0)

No, I do not recommend decision aids

1 (6.3)

in general
Data are presented as numbers (percentages).
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Figure 2 – Conceptual Overview of SHOW-ME PAD© Decision Aid
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Figure 3 – Describing Potential Use of SHOW-ME PAD© Decision Aid in Clinical Setting
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